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“La obra que el Instituto y la Casa de las Españas llevan a cabo es ajena
a todo interés político, económico, religioso, es decir a todo interés
que no sea puramente cultural.”
Federico de Onís, “La Casa de las Españas” (1931)
“[A] los intelectuales de nuestra colonia . . . ¡Parece que se los ha tragado la tierra! . . . Los que hablaron y declamaron, fingiendo de maestros de la cultura y de mentores de nuestra Colonia, deben decir
cómo piensan acerca de la Tragedia Española.”
Frente Popular “¿Dónde os habéis metido, que no se os ve, ni se os
escucha en ninguna parte?” (New York, 1937)

O

n April 21, 1938, the anti-fascist New York Spanish-language daily La Voz
published two letters by J. M. Martínez, a New York Spanish labor leader and
president of the city’s Club Obrero Español, addressed to Federico de Onís,
Spanish professor and director of Columbia University’s Casa de las Españas.1 In
the first letter, Martínez invited his “muy estimado y distinguido compatriota”
Onís to participate in a large public rally denouncing the recent, brutal air raids
carried out on Barcelona by Franco and Mussolini’s fascist forces. “Nada más
lógico y justo, por supuesto, que en este mítin tomen parte los intelectuales
españoles más destacados. Por eso nos dirigimos a usted, no dudando que usted
se unirá a nosotros.” However, according to a note included below the published
letter, Onís not only declined the invitation, but refused to participate in any

1
The Casa de las Españas was inaugurated in 1931 to house the Instituto de las Españas,
founded in 1920. Although technically the Casa de las Españas referred to the institutional
locale, while the Institute signified the Hispanist organization, in practice the names were
used interchangeably, something Onís himself encouraged when he affirmed that “la Casa y
el Instituto son la misma cosa” (“Casa de las Españas” 735) in his description of the Casa de
las Españas originally published in the New York Spanish language daily La Prensa on October 12, 1931.
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public acts of solidarity on behalf of Republican Spain, which were largely organized by the working-class New York Hispanic community, providing only what
the note categorized as “specious” reasons for his refusal. Martínez’s second published letter to Onís immediately followed this note. In it, Martínez set aside the
cordial, deferential tone of the first letter and instead offered a scathing rebuke
of Onís’s politics. The letter began by stating that Onís’s refusal to participate in
the rally was really not that surprising given his “[v]einte meses de silencio contumaz” about the tragedy of Spain, especially noteworthy due to his role as director
of Columbia University’s Casa de las Españas. The letter then strongly denounced
Onís’s apparent wishes to remain personally and institutionally impartial. In
Martínez’s view, to remain at the political sidelines was as reprehensible as actively
mobilizing on behalf of the fascists. The message was clear: neutrality was complicity. Indeed, in the context of the Spanish Civil War, for Martínez, as for most
politicized and working-class Hispanic New Yorkers, there were only two clear-
cut positions—for or against fascism—and everyone had to take an unequivocal
and public stance.2 As Martínez told Onís in no uncertain terms, “Hay que
definirse.” This political imperative was, tellingly, the title under which the two
letters addressed to Onís were published in La Voz.
The public disagreement between Martínez and Onís evidenced in these letters reflected, as this essay shows, a growing divide between the city’s Hispanics
who were overwhelmingly working-class and anti-fascist, and the city’s Hispanists,
who favored a less politically engaged response to the unfolding conflict in Spain.
On the one hand, New York Hispanic proletarian barrios were bursting with antifascist activism.3 Spanish speakers of diverse nationalities mobilized as part of a
vocal and united “Hispanic” anti-fascist front, frequently based in Spanish Harlem. As former New York State Communist Party chairman George Charney
remembered, during the years of the Spanish Civil War, Spanish Harlem “was in
ferment”: “Politics embraced the entire family, from the youngest to the oldest.
The women were as active, as embroiled as the men. . . . I never knew a people, a
community, so passionately involved in the Spanish Civil War. It was their cause;
no group could cry out the slogan ‘No Pasarán’ as they could, or contribute as
much as they did in dimes, quarters and dollars” (106–07). On the other hand, in
stark contrast to this widespread activism, the city’s elite Hispanist institutions,
foremost among them Columbia University’s Casa de las Españas, led by Federico
de Onís, embraced a much more politically circumspect attitude, refraining from
public activism, in favor of advancing a cultural agenda that purportedly transcended the politics of the time. Their views and positions were, thus, increasingly at odds with the city’s Hispanic working-class majority.
Although Martínez framed his criticism of Federico Onís and the Casa de las
Españas in a Manichean logic of standing for or against fascism, the fundamental dispute was actually less about taking different sides in the War than about
2
Throughout this essay, I employ “Hispanic” as a translation of the word “hispano,” the
pan-ethnic term favored by activists like Martínez and newspapers like La Voz to describe
members of the New York Spanish-speaking community.
3
For more on Hispanic New Yorkers’ anti-fascist activism during the Spanish Civil War, see
Fernández.
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divergent understandings of the role of culture and its relation to the political
terrain. Shortly after Martínez published his letters, Onís was forced to address
these accusations and publicly expressed his personal loyalty to the Spanish
Republic. He would also offer support to an increasing number of exiled Spanish
intellectuals.4 But while sympathetic to the Republican cause, he remained resolute in insulating the Casa de las Españas from the divisive politics of the time and
was steadfast in his refusal to turn the cultural institution under his control into
a platform for pro-Republican and anti-fascist propaganda. The function of the
Casa de las Españas, as he understood it, was the advancement of a unified and
timeless Hispanic culture that had Spain at its center, and which existed beyond
the shifting realm of politics. In response to Onís, and despite his avowed pro-
Republican leanings, members of the proletarian and anti-fascist Hispanic communities in New York would continue to publicly rebuke him and the Casa de las
Españas. Against Onís’s depoliticized and ahistorical vision of Hispanic culture,
New York Hispanic activists like Martínez actively took part in what Michael Denning has called the era’s “cultural front,” in which cultural production, largely
measured by its political valence, was inseparable from the broader anti-fascist
and leftist movements that engulfed the country and indeed the world. In this
sense, the imperative “hay que definirse” was as much about political convictions
as cultural ideology—the belief in culture as part of the arsenal of politics, an
integral part of larger socio-political systems.
Onís’s influential, if conservative, views about the relationship between culture
and politics were widely shared by his contemporary Hispanists, and his perspective ultimately serves as a point of entry for understanding an early divide between
Hispanism and what would become US Latino studies. As Sebastiaan Faber has
argued in his book Anglo-American Hispanists and the Spanish Civil War, Hispanism
in the Anglo-American world developed in the context of an institutionalized and
almost absolute silence with respect to the Spanish Civil War. Hispanists, whether
oriented towards Spain or Latin America, and whether sympathetic or not to the
plight of Republican Spain, collectively saw themselves as “guardians of Culture,
which they conceived as a privileged realm of essential ‘spiritual values’ not only
transcending economics and politics, but also national borders” (Faber, “La hora
ha llegado” 62). This depoliticized academic practice, Faber has shown, ultimately helped legitimize the discipline. In Vernacular Latin Americanisms, Fernando
Degiovanni has furthered this argument by demonstrating how an idealized and
decontextualized Hispanic culture was the result not only of particular aesthetic
beliefs but also of a calculated negotiation with the legacies of empire and the
modern wants of commerce. In his view, Onís’s Hispanism is, above all, an attempt
“to re-inscribe Spain into the political, cultural, and commercial networks established between the United States and Latin America after 1898” (8). Onís’s Casa
de las Españas thus positioned Spain as central and essential to the Americas,
reconciling modern peninsular Spain with its former American colonies. Through
the celebration and dissemination of an eternal, unifying Spanish culture, Onís’s

4
For a detailed account of the numerous exiled Spanish intellectuals who corresponded
with Onís in order to secure employment outside of Spain, see Ruiz-Manjón (195–227).
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Casa de las Españas craftily negotiated US dominance while also expanding and
consolidating modern Spain’s hemispheric reach.
Less documented is how this institutionalized reticence to engage frontally
with the politics of the Spanish Civil War, and thereby advance hegemonic notions
of Spanishness, also silenced the voices of many Hispanic New Yorkers. Indeed, if
the cultural involvement of working-class, anti-fascist Hispanic activists is still
largely missing from accounts of the field, it is precisely because their ‘Spanishness’ and cultural politics lay outside the disciplinary contours drawn long ago by
Onís. As such, the controversy between the Hispanist Onís and the Hispanic New
Yorker Martínez (and the reconstruction of its broader context) also points to
some early, constitutive underpinnings of a foundational cleavage between Hispanism and US Latino studies. If the early institutionalization of Hispanism promoted by figures like Onís aimed to restore cultural dominance by eschewing
overt political involvement, US Latino studies, on the contrary, was born decades
later as the result of a resolute public incursion into politics, a position represented early on by activists like Martínez, who challenged those in positions of
institutional authority and the legacies of power they represented. Hispanists and
Hispanics have thus long stared each other down across a deep cultural and political divide.
* * *
By the time Martínez penned his letters to Onís, the ideological polarization
between divergent Hispanic sectors in New York had taken hold and provoked
turmoil even among the editors of the city’s then sole Spanish-language daily
newspaper, La Prensa. A thriving and well-established newspaper, La Prensa suffered a blow to its widespread popularity almost as soon as the war in Spain
exploded. As early as July 31, 1936—mere weeks after the fascist military rebellion that led to the civil war—the New York Times published a series of articles on
the tensions and disagreements that plagued the editorial masthead of La Prensa
on account of the events in Spain (“Quits La Prensa Here”). The paper’s managing editor and assistant publisher, a Spaniard named José M. Torres-Perona, had
written an editorial expressing his support for the Spanish Nationalists, a view
that outraged the paper’s readership and ultimately forced Torres-Perona to
resign. In a follow-up article, La Prensa’s publisher, the Spaniard José Camprubí,
clarified that although Torres-Perona had “separated from the management,” he
continued his “brilliant and intelligent collaboration in all other activities of the
daily,” and thus retained Camprubí’s full support (“Remains with La Prensa”).
These conciliatory remarks were consistent with La Prensa’s initial and increasingly unpopular position of nonpartisanship towards the unfolding events in
Spain, a position that mirrored the neutral stance Onís adopted for the Casa de
las Españas.
In fact, Camprubí shared numerous personal and professional ties to Onís and
his circle of Hispanists. Camprubí’s sister, who frequently corresponded with
Onís, was married to the eminent Spanish poet Juan Ramón Jiménez, and Onís
contributed essays to La Prensa, while the paper frequently covered the cultural
events sponsored by the Casa de las Españas. Moreover, Camprubí served as an
official adviser of the Revista Hispánica Moderna, the Casa de las Españas’s academic
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journal, which was directed by Onís and which for decades eschewed the topic of
the Spanish Civil War as a subject of scholarly inquiry. Martínez, for his part, did
not hesitate to highlight these ties in his second scathing missive to Onís, noting,
in accusatory form, Onís and Camprubí’s working relationship, and describing
La Prensa as a “notoria hoja fascistoide,” a characterization that was repeated
throughout New York Hispanic anti-fascist publications. But this recurring designation of La Prensa as “fascist” was, in fact, a mischaracterization. Although not
politically forthcoming, Camprubí’s La Prensa never sided with the fascists; on the
contrary, it ultimately intimated its support for the Republican forces. Yet, just as
was the case with Onís, Camprubí’s aversion to turning his paper into a vehicle
for anti-fascist propaganda, along with his initial editorial policies of neutrality,
were considered by many a form of complicity. In the context of this increasingly
polarized climate, Camprubí’s early, conciliatory words towards Torres-Perona
served to further enrage and alienate his Hispanic readership and kindled a boycott campaign as well as a drive to create a new anti-fascist daily newspaper to
supplant La Prensa.
From these efforts emerged La Voz, the daily that published Martínez’s letters
to Onís. Adopting a zealously pro-Republican and leftist editorial line and defining itself as a “diario democrático de avanzada,” the paper was founded in 1937,
in remembrance of the anniversary of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War and
in direct response to the tepid support for the Spanish Republic offered by La
Prensa. In contrast to the accusations of silence and complicity leveled at Camprubí’s La Prensa and Onís’s Casa de las Españas, La Voz declared itself to be a loudspeaker for the voices of militantly anti-
fascist and working-
class Hispanics,
especially the diverse conglomerate of Spanish speakers who resided in Spanish
Harlem. As such, the paper was part of an anti-fascist New York Hispanic culture
that flourished during the years of the Spanish Civil War, not only outside the
city’s established Hispanist institutions and esteemed spokespersons but also in
stark opposition to them.
In the wake of the publication of Martínez’s two letters, Onís also turned to La
Voz to defend his reputation and assert his Republican political sympathies, but
his defense only served to validate the concerns of his detractors. He published
in La Voz not one, but two public replies to Martínez’s missives. First, as an initial,
if cagey response, Onís asked to publish a private letter he had recently written to
two Spanish writers, Antonio Machado and Tomás Navarro Tomás (“F. De Onís
declara su adhesión al gobierno leal”), a letter that was also disseminated across
newspapers in Spain and Latin America. In it, Onís made clear his sympathies
towards the Republican cause, lest his silence continue to be widely misinterpreted: “Nunca he hecho una declaración de adhesión a ningún régimen o partido político durante la monarquía ni la república; pero en el momento crítico
actual en que se encuentra en peligro un gobierno que en circunstancias dificilísimas ha logrado organizar a un pueblo heroico que está muriendo por las ideas
en que yo creo, yo declaro mi solidaridad completa con ese pueblo y su gobierno.”
Onís conceded that the extraordinary political climate demanded a frank response
and voiced his support for the Spanish Republic. But in the rest of the letter he
remains evasive in terms of how his declaration of personal solidarity translated
to vocal, collective political action. In fact, throughout, he affirms his right to act
according to personal predilections instead of the collective will. As he puts it,
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“He vivido la guerra en mi sitio y a mi manera.” He also reiterates his independence from politics: “Yo no soy un político, ni lo seré nunca.” Onís thus expresses
his sympathy for a common political cause while privileging an individualism that
eschewed the collectivizing popular front politics that so galvanized Hispanics
across the barrios of the New York and committed anti-fascists worldwide.
A few days later, Onís published in La Voz a second, more straightforward
response to Martínez’s accusations, which articulated his understanding of the
cultural role of the Casa de las Españas squarely outside the scope of politics.
Onís begins this public letter by correcting Martínez’s assumption that the Casa
de las Españas was funded by the Spanish Republican government (“El Profesor
de Onís contesta a los cargos que le fueron hechos”). Describing the Casa de las
Españas as a private North American institute with complete financial independence from any government or political entity, Onís underlines the scholarly
character of its cultural mission, which was to produce rigorous and objective
research that was intrinsically nonpartisan. Such a characterization, however,
belied the formal ties the institute had cultivated with the Spanish government,
and which included some financial support.5 Omitting these political relations,
Onís framed the Casa de las Españas exclusively as a private academic enterprise
that needed to remain impartial. Significantly, this position of political noninterference or neutrality mirrored the US’s own declaration of nonintervention in
the Spanish conflict. By refusing to instrumentalize the institute on behalf of
Republican Spain, Onís hence acted in accordance with US foreign policy, ensuring its receipt of institutional academic support.
Onís’s embrace of neutrality also bolstered his own hegemonic Hispanist cultural politics. As he went on to explain in his second letter published in La Voz,
the Casa de las Españas took no interest in the “filiación política o ideológica de
sus conferenciantes.” “Particularmente los que colaboran [en el Instituto] tendrán las ideas que quieran, como las tengo yo de adhesión a la España republicana, y fuera del Instituto participarán en las luchas y divisiones hispanas que son
nuestra historia de hoy; pero dentro del Instituto no cabrá nunca más que lo que
signifique unidad, convivencia y armonía de nuestro mundo hispánico” (my emphasis).
In this way, Onís drew a clear line between what he saw as the political arena “outside” and the cultural sphere “inside” the Casa de las Españas, underscoring the
primary purpose of the institute as he saw it: to integrate the “Hispanic world”
under the possessive and common cultural mantle of “our” Spanishness. If lecturers sponsored by the Institute were welcome to hold diverse political opinions
and mobilize accordingly, while working for and representing the Casa de las
Españas they were expected to withhold, or silence, divisive political stances. Hispanism, Onís implies, was tasked to foment, above all, “unity,” “accord,” and “harmony,” thus muffling monumental political differences and hierarchies of power.
Onís’s apolitical culture was, in fact, a form of politics.
Martínez directly critiqued this hegemonic neutrality and advocated instead
for a politically engaged culture. In his second letter to Onís published in La Voz,
Martínez criticized Onís’s institutional project and his self-
description as a
defender of “la cultura total hispánica.” Using political sarcasm, Martínez
5
For an outline of the Casa de las Españas’s official and semiofficial relations with the Spanish government, see Degiovanni (71) and Naranjo Orovio (355–57).
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counters that Onís must instead be referring to “Kultur,” the exclusionary, racist
vision of German culture that thrived under Nazism. Martínez’s choice to highlight the phrase “la cultura total hispánica,” as well as his sarcastic association,
pinpoints the totalizing or neo-imperial aspirations of Onís’s unifying Hispanist
project. Martínez then turns to the sociological or materialist critical frameworks
so repudiated by Onís to pose a rhetorical question: “¿Acaso la cultura es una
entidad abstracta, sin relación íntima con los seres humanos y su conducta?”
The answer for Martínez, of course, was an unqualified “no.” As a labor and community leader shaped by Marxist thought, Martínez understood culture as a site
of struggle for political legitimation and social power that could be amplified
through collective action. He was involved with the Sociedades Hispanas Confederadas, an umbrella organization for Hispanic labor lodges and ethnic clubs
dedicated to coordinating anti-fascist mobilizations and pro-Republican relief
efforts nationwide. He was also president of the influential Club Obrero Español,
which, according the WPA’s Spanish Book, had begun in early 1938 with just 75
members but only six months later had grown to 400 members. As the WPA
reporter put it, “with its entire membership on the side of the Republican government, the organization found a real reason to exist” (“Club Obrero Español”).
Martínez’s understanding of politically engaged cultural work was reflected in
the endless array of events organized by his club for Hispanic workers, which
included rallies, lectures, theater performances, poetry readings, film screenings, dances, music recitals, picnic outings, and sports games, all of which raised
funds for Spain. By 1939, the club had collected and contributed the impressive
sum of close to $10,000 in cash and goods to Loyalist Spain. If Onís’s Casa de las
Españas eschewed divisive politics in order to advance a dominant and totalizing
Hispanic culture, Hispanic organizations like Martínez’s Club Obrero Español
stood for a working-class culture that put militant and pro-Republican politics
front and center. Indeed, the club’s very name conveyed its labor politics and
culture.
In a similar way, the name of the Casa de las Españas reflected Onís’s cultural
vision, which added yet another layer to the criticisms leveled against him and the
institute. As a name, Casa de las Españas, Degiovanni explains, “emphasize[d]
the continued presence of Spanish culture in the Americas” by “extending the
name of Spain to all of Castile’s conquered territories: las ‘Españas’ ” (71). The
strong resonances of this vision with the nationalist cultural positions embraced
by the Francoist Falange were reinforced by the almost identical name given to
New York’s principal pro-Franco center, Casa de España. The Francoist Casa de
España, which was headquartered in the tony Park Central Hotel, boasted a
distinguished, though small roster of members. As one of the Casa de España’s
founders lamented, “we can count the real supporters of our movement on the
fingers of two hands” (qtd. in Fernández 91). Hispanic New Yorkers, of overwhelming leftist sympathies, instead actively mobilized against the Casa de España,
picketing and protesting its pro-fascist events, efforts which were closely reported
in La Voz.6
6
On May 23, 1938, for example, protests of the Casa de las Españas made the front page
of La Voz. According to the report, titled “Piquete en masa ante la fiesta fascista,” more than
500 people picketed the pro-Franco gathering, carrying anti-fascist posters and shouting
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Although the Casa de España and Onís’s Casa de las Españas were two distinct
cultural entities, pro-Republican organs and Hispanic activists exploited their
analogous names to underscore what they saw as their similarities. One of the
most explicit articles to do so appeared, in August 1937, in Frente Popular, the
weekly anti-fascist publication of the aforementioned Sociedades Hispanas Confederadas, under the title “Las dos Casas de España.” The article begins by establishing the commonality between them: “Ambas casas permanecen silenciosas
ante los tristes acontecimientos que se están desarrollando en la Península
Ibérica.” But whereas the silence and complicity of the fascist Casa de España
was unsurprising, the quiet acquiescence of Onís’s Casa de las Españas was
“inconceivable”:
Callan, y callar en estos momentos es complicidad. ¿Quién podrá oír
en lo adelante sin sentir indignación la palabra de unos de esos profesores que no han tenido coraje para estallar en protesta contra los
victimarios del Pueblo Español? ¿Quién podrá gastar UNA PESETA
en comprar un libro de ninguno de esos autores, que nos hablan de
gramática castellana, y no protestan de que en España se esté imponiendo, y no precisamente por vías de la expansión cultural, la gramática germana? . . . La hora de la “neutralidad” ha terminado, y para las
personas cultas, no debió haber llegado nunca.
Employing an indignant tone, the article chastises the reticence of Hispanist professors and intellectuals like Onís who, in a position to speak out and lead, chose
instead to retreat into their work and abstain from overt politics. “Las dos Casas
de España” closes with an invitation to all Hispanists in New York, and in particular to those affiliated with the Casa de las Españas, to use their cultural platform
to speak and act (“tomen la palabra”) on behalf of the cause of Republican Spain,
a call that would later be echoed by Martínez’s words: “Hay que definirse.” To fail
to do so, and to remain silent and indifferent, the article warned, would force
them to admit that “[las dos Casas] se complementan.”7
Anti-fascist, Spanish-speaking New Yorkers were thus familiar with the multi-
layered criticisms against Onís and the Casa de las Españas when, in 1938, the
same year of the public spat between Onís and Martínez in the pages of La Voz,
the Sociedades Hispanas Confederadas published in New York Bombas de mano, a
satirical, pro-Republican collection of verses by a New York Spanish poet writing
under the pseudonym Lirón.8 The book of poems was an example of the type of
Republican political slogans in a protest that was organized by the Sociedades Hispanas
Confederadas.
7
As documented by Ruiz-Manjón, a few years later, in 1940, Onís petitioned the provost of
Columbia University to change the institute’s name given, precisely, its problematic resonances with the cultural discourse of Francoist Spain. As a result, the institute would be
renamed Casa Hispánica, a name that endures to this day (219). But, significantly, this was a
change in nomenclature and not in cultural ideology; despite the change in name, or perhaps
because of it, the institute could continue to advance the project of “las Españas” under the
seemingly more neutral Hispanic umbrella term.
8
For a republished version of Bombas de mano, with contextual essay and notes, see Amor y
Vásquez (9–66).
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politically engaged culture that flourished in the barrios of New York during the
Spanish Civil War. The book’s title page, which features two falling bombs, one
marked with a swastika, the other with a fasces, symbols of German and Italian
fascism, respectively, rendered the poems’ political context immediate and visible
(fig. 1). The image simultaneously brought to mind the horrific fascist air raids
on Guernica and Barcelona—against which Onís had been invited to publicly
declare himself—and the need to deploy words as weapons. Lirón’s poems, the
title page promised, functioned figuratively as bombas de mano or rhetorical
hand grenades. The visual richness of the title page is a continuing presence

Figure 1. Title page of Bombas de mano. Courtesy of Rare Book
& Manuscript Library, Columbia University.
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throughout the volume. Illustrated by political cartoonist F. Huerta, the clever
black and white drawings reinforce the poems’ import, conveying a militant antifascist message enveloped in political humor and popular references, all of which
blur the lines between political propaganda, art, activism, and poetry.
The poet’s disdain for the apolitical, refined Hispanic culture espoused by
Onís and other Hispanists is evident in his own self-fashioning as “Lirón,” a
pseudonym that both evoked and mocked the lyrical tradition. In the poem “De
Lirín a Lirón,” included in Bombas de mano, the poet imagines a discussion
between two poet-speakers, Lirín and Lirón. The former, described in strongly
gendered terms as “de nombre atiplado, aspecto afeminado,” represents the
politically aloof Hispanist writer or critic whose genteel sensibility forecloses
social engagement and political action. Lirín recommends that Lirón, in the face
of widespread, horrifying crimes, still write with restraint and sanctimony, all for
the sake of upholding a veneer of aesthetic beauty: “Y si estás muy indignado, /
sufre en silencio y suspira / . . . / Y si quieres al canalla reprender, / hazlo con
tino.” For Lirín, the belles lettres allow him to remain indifferent and aloof from
the uglier political world outside the page. Lirón, on the other hand, with indomitable, masculine bravado, is committed to using his pen as a weapon, and never
hesitates to go on an offensive (in both senses) verbal attack.
The poem “Silencio” that is included in Bombas de mano explicitly lampoons
Onís and the Casa de las Españas. The poem is dedicated to “un adulterado por
el estudio” who is described in the poem as a Spanish professor. As the poem
explains, silence reigns in this professor’s “Casa”—a word that is capitalized in the
poem, conveying an institutional meaning—and especially in its library, to which
the professor has quietly retreated:
Silencio en la calle.
Silencio en la “Casa.”
Las péñolas duermen,
las lenguas descansan.
En la biblioteca,
envuelto en su bata,
un dómine ibero
estudia Gramática
ante un gran pupitre
que alumbra una lámpara.
Una voz se escucha . . .
“La Voz” que, alarmada,
dice a la colonia:
Salvemos la Patria.
Y, un frente se forma
sin credos ni castas.
Los más preparados
sus lenguas desatan
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y lanzan discursos
por calles y plazas;
LAS PLUMAS VIRILES
despiertan y atacan
Y todos ayudan,
y todos trabajan (12–13).
Resuming the gendered overtones of previous poems in the collection, “Silencio”
contrasts the virile Hispanic protestors, who, like Lirón, are politically engaged
and ready to deploy their phallic pens for political assault to the new incarnation
of the effeminate “Lirín,” the Hispanist professor, who, wearing a housecoat,
secludes himself in his domesticized (and, as such, feminized) “Casa.” Whereas
the Hispanist remains cloistered and silent in his private library, the Hispanic
colonia speaks up, mobilizing and participating in mass rallies like the one Onís
had publicly refused to attend in La Voz. Publically shaming the Hispanist [who]
“sigue estudiando, / y no dice nada, / y ante la tragedia / calla, calla, calla. /
Silencio en su pecho. / Silencio en la ‘Casa’ ” (13), the poem hence amplified the
anti-fascist colonia’s denunciation of Onís and the Casa de las Españas.
The two illustrations that accompany this poem in Bombas de mano reinforce
the allusion to Onís and the Casa de las Españas. The first image showcases a
library beset by cobwebs, conveying the seeming uselessness of leather-bound
books in the current political moment (fig. 2). Right below, an elegant table lamp
stands next to a bottle of liquor that, upon closer inspection, reads “Onís del
Mono,” a pastiche of the popular sweet, anise-flavored liqueur, Anís del Mono,
produced in Barcelona, which was Republican territory. A copy of Camprubí’s La
Prensa also sits on the table, another implicit critique of the purportedly compromised politics of the Spanish professor. This detail also makes clear that the “La
Voz” mentioned in the poem is a direct reference to the popular anti-fascist newspaper La Voz, which published Martínez’s scathing critiques of Onís and which
was a vociferous opponent of La Prensa. The second image depicts the Spanish
professor as a donkey, engrossed in his writing, behind another poster advertising
“Onís del Mono” (fig. 3). Just as the name of the liquor has been changed, or
“adulterated,” so too the Hispanist has been adulterated by his political seclusion
and silent study; while ostensibly a savant, he is depicted as an ass, a buffoon. The
poem “Silencio” and its accompanying illustrations thus succinctly capture, with
scathing humor, the many criticisms directed against Onís and the Casa de las
Españas since the inception of the Spanish Civil War.
And yet, as loud and trenchant as these denunciations were, for a long time
Onís seemed to have had the last word. The relatively temperate and acquiescent
response to the Spanish Civil War embraced professionally by Onís and institutionally by the Casa de las Españas lent legitimacy to flourishing field of Hispanism, while, on the other hand, the staunch positions embraced by working-class,
anti-fascist Hispanic New Yorkers were actively forgotten or suppressed, especially
in the wake of Franco’s victory and the repressive Cold War climate. Newspapers
like La Voz and literary works like Lirón’s Bombas de mano lay buried in the
archives, part of the many silenced memories of US Hispanic political and cultural activism of the early twentieth century. It is in this context of neglect that
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Figure 2. First illustration of the poem
“Silencio,” included in Bombas de mano.
Courtesy of Rare Book & Manuscript Library,
Columbia University

Latino studies emerges as a discipline, reinserting US Hispanics’ working-class
subjectivities, political militancy, and cultural contributions into the sphere of
academic knowledge production, and thus challenging once again the “silencio
en la casa.” Indeed, if New York Hispanics’ anti-fascist culture was long excluded
from the purview of Hispanism as articulated by figures like Onís, today it forms
part of the generative literary and archival foundations of US Latino studies,
proof of New York Hispanics’ early and emphatic challenge to a depoliticized
academic practice.

pérez jiménez, “Silencio en la Casa”
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Figure 3. Second illustration of the poem “Silencio,” included
in Bombas de mano. Courtesy of Rare Book & Manuscript
Library, Columbia University.
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